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As CEO of Inspire Medical, my mission is to help people live healthier lives. Chairing the Twin Cities Heart Walk allows me to show the people and community I serve that they matter. We walk and raise funds to support healthier, longer lives in our community and around the world.

- TIM HERBERT
CEO, Inspire Medical,
Chair, 2020 Twin Cities Heart Walk

TwinCitiesHeartWalk.org
Nick's life is why we walk

“"In 2014, I was diagnosed with a rare type of cancer that attacks the heart called lgG4RD auto lymphoma and organic heart disease which means the muscle of my heart is actually changing. The diagnosis came as a surprise. I was just having abdominal pain. At first I was embarrassed but now I speak out and do the Heart Walk to raise awareness so others will recognize the symptoms and take action. Especially the African American community.

- Nick Mundy,
Heart Disease & Cancer Survivor
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Kenzie was born in 2015 with three different heart defects and had to have three surgeries in her first few months of life. At one point she developed painful Neonatal Lupus and had to have a feeding tube for three years. But she is a warrior. Today, she is a spunky, sassy little girl. We celebrated her 4th birthday at the Heart Walk with our 'Kisses for Kenzie Team.' The walk allows us to raise awareness and celebrate Kenzie's life after spending so many hard months in the hospital.

- Jessica Baker
Kenzie's mom
Jackson was born with hypoplastic left heart syndrome. He underwent three heart surgeries as a child. At the Heart Walk, he felt connected with other survivors and wanted to raise funds to advance a cure. Jackson was put on the heart transplant list in October 2018 but, sadly, he died a few months later before a new heart came.

- Maureen Anderson, Jackson's mom
Brad's family is why we walk

“Brad died of a cardiac arrest in his sleep at age 37. The Heart Walk that year fell on his birthday, so the family formed our 'Miles of Smiles Team' so we could come together and celebrate his life and raise funds to advance research and treatments for other families.”

- Lisa Schmid, Brad's sister

Brad's family: His wife, children, parents and siblings.

Brad Miller
1974 - 2011
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